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Jim-

Sorry for delay in getting back to you, been running around all week! Is there a transcript available from this meeting?
Here's some quick thoughts ...................

As far as impact on industrial sources with lack of disposal capability has been both good and bad.

-Due to the very high disposal costs for Co-60 in radiography (these are currently being recycled and put into irradiator
sources by a vendor) and the uncertainty about future disposal options many Co-60 users are opting to use Betatrons or
linear accelerators. This disposal cost can be more than a new source.

-Forced to do long term storage is a problem for everyone. The larger licensees and Manufacturers and distributors it
will be a space and dose issue. For the smaller licensee it is primarily a safety and security issue as they may lose track of
the source or attempt a not so legitimate way to get rid of the source.

-There has been some good - some companies (QSA and Ohmart) have gotten inventive and launched a re-use and
recycling program for Cs gauging sources. This required that we develop detailed inspection techniques to assure the
sources are fit for re-use or recycling. We also designed and got approved a larger source capsule so we could put in
smaller sources that may or may not have a pedigree and by over-encapsulating we create a "new" source. The gauge
manufacturer has had to change their gauge head design to fit the new larger sources. This is in its initial stages so can
not measure success yet, but it has generated a lot of interest by users.
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